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The Problem: The goal of our research is to createIntelligent Environmentsin which computation is invisibly and
seamlessly used to enhance ordinary activity.

Motivation: The driving force behind the Intelligent Room [4, 2] is to make computation not only genuinely user-
friendly but also essentially invisible to the user. Interaction with computers should be via mediums that people
are naturally comfortable with. The user-interface primitives of these systems are not menus, mice, and windows,
but gesture, speech, affect, and context. Their applications are not spreadsheets and word processors but intelligent
environments and personal assistants.

Coupled with their natural interfaces is the expectation that these systems are not only highly interactive (i.e. they talk
back when spoken to) but also that they are useful for ordinary activities. They enable tasks historically outside the
normal range of human-computer interaction, by connecting computers to naturally occurring phenomena that have
traditionally been outside the purview of contemporary user-interfaces.

Previous Work: Research in the emerging field of Intelligent Environments is still in an infant state. A comprehensive
collection of recent work can be found in [1].

Approach: Our approach with the Intelligent Room has been to embed multiple computer vision [5] and speech
understanding systems [4] in an ordinary office. The vision systems recognize the postures, gestures, and faces of
people within the room, and the speech recognition/understanding systems accept fairly unrestricted spoken input
within narrow domains.

By embedding user-interfaces this way, the fact that people, for example, tend to point at what they are speaking
about is no longer meaningless from a computational viewpoint and we can build applications that make use of this
information. In some sense, rather than make computer-interfaces for people, we are creating people-interfaces for
computers.

Within this room we have created a wide variety of applications that explore high-level human-computer interaction.
These include a prototypecommand post of the future, which allows people to interact with and manage large, online
stores of information:

User: “Computer, activate the command post.”
Room: “The command post is activated.”Room configures hardware and software for the command post
application.
User: “Show me a map of Europe. Track all available satellites.”
Room: Displays interactive map on one of two projected displays.
User: Selects region on map with laser pointer.“What is this country?”
Room: “You are pointing at Iraq.” Displays data sheet about Iraq on adjacent projected display.
User: “I need information”
Room: “What’s your question?”
[User can now freely dictate any question
User: “What are Iraq’s ballistic missile capabilities?
Room: “I’m asking the START system for the answer...”Displays list of missile capabilities on adjacent
projected display.
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Difficulty: The greatest challenge in creating an embedded system like the Intelligent Room is dealing with the
vagaries and complexities of the real-world. Prototype hardware systems, such as those used for vision and speech,
tend toward being less than fully reliable, and the “best” methods for processing their data are hotly contested research
problems. In response, we have developed multiple techniques to not only cope with limitations in the current state of
the art but also redefine it, particularly in the room’s speech understanding system.

Figure 1: Several cameras in the Intelligent Room and the objects of their attention. There are currently seven video
cameras in the room, of which three can look around the room under computer control. (Cameras are circled in the
picture.)

Impact: Our goal is to bring computation into the realm of ordinary human activities and enable natural human-
computer interaction. The Intelligent Room is a first step toward creating the kind of naturally interactive applications
that until now have only been found in science fiction.

Future Work: Currently, we are augmenting the room with new devices and applications, including: a tutorial system
that learns how people can use the Intelligent Room and communicates this to new users; an in-depth integration
of the room’s state with the START speech understanding system, and a deployment of the system into a meeting
environment.

Research Support:This material is based upon work supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the
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